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.Administrator .Unaware of Oriraly's
Presence TJntll Knocked Through
the Entrance.

Lo Angeles. Oal. Near the old San
Gabriel mission, within nine mtita 01
thtt city of 20U.000 souls, a hemm has
for many years in a liule auobe
hut. He dud and was burled. Not Having an; known relatives, Deputy ...iin
i'.trai.ir I'eiennlcnel went out to tLe
shack to Uke charB 01 the oid man s
Sects.
In the 40 years that Scnor Don occupied the adobe, no'llvlug sou), save
WAS ADAM A NEGRO?
had crossed its Urn mh,,
v
v..c.
hermit died suddenly away troui tno
Cariosities of Hainan Ciilorln-Co- lor
of the Orlartnnl Mnn hy an

lid

t

96, 1900.

No 60,

Cncal Directory.

cnjyy, as it i true that .white sutTcrers
mpiintain pass they were aiming Iminincr
() aoex tfght art- acquire a dail.er complexion.
to nsc.
In support of the wteu. that ,.lie anrecoyfniz';d
The
owner of the
cestors of negros ajul .white n:en more
NEW MEXrOO.
olaiins not permitted to follow
nearly reaemblejd the latter ip cplor,
a point iu1 .iieiitionctl by r'rt.f. Thomp- Wr' H.Andrewi
Uelegateto Congreitc The
it
the limits of the sid?
Durp Tunnel in BaHy
son might be lronght forward, .i.ul.tlint Herbert . llagerman
governor
lines of his claim extended vertiIs that "pickaninnies'' ai, their Virh J. W. Raynold
3ecratary
are not black in color, but of .a. dirtj if, P, Hrapshar
cally do vnward He is pertmtM
Internal Raven us Co
Tho Gold apd .Coprier
gray, if original nin wi.i r Wv, k, just
M.,O.
I,lewllynlis the original lion was spotted, we
Jfcrveyor General. Tnnnel Jinino;' and Millintr f)r,m-pan- without .imitat'.on.tolocato claim
should expect to. find in the ucirro In- George W. Prltchard
Atl'y General.
Thu.
their annual mpolin!' adjoining' ite sit'r lines.
fant the black color, as ve find in the C. M. Foraher
S. Marshal.
U.
iaet weelt and elected the following -- ' f e pi won is inade for the
young cub the traces of
M. R. Otero
Register Land Office
Afail.
to 'rottc- himself in the
Preaitlent A. T. Mcin, jloi-tt- "i
Fred Muljpr
ReoeWerLaud Offlc. offlicers:
u
Vice
tire;
PreHitlent,
John Pearson ; enjov aient r ' th i benefits aoer't-itig.fri- trfi
U. .R, District Atfv
DUCKS IN THE PBILIPPIiNES.
inrHiiniaflie snp.t public Instruction.
0. Rairtl;
his (JiscoT fi v, ftfld at I lie
How the Solitler. of Gun. V.titv" T. U. Vtipirhn
Treasure
Superintendent;
W- - P- - Mqlntive,
all dan; el of apex lift
Added a Uood Thtna
jsame,tiiiic
W.U.8arfnt
Auditor and the above trith Jseit' Day bm
Their Itailona.
gallon it eliminated.
Chita. V. Saflnrd
Tjsvellnp; Auditor altto
the directors. The comoanv
I'srre B. Otero Uame and Fish Warden
Examples of the kind furnislu
Wednesday morning. Alureh 1(. Wf
the time Set for den. WThenton'a living A. A. :Keen
ommjsflioner rjf PaWIe has rnti a tunnel about 2KX) teel I i' the Orayback
Mountain mi"into Haldy Mountain near Eliza- brigade to sweep the country fiom LandR.
di.itriot,
and
other
tiuadeloupe to Lugunii, d' I:.
district, lii:
iviis U. O. Dursum
in?
Superinjteudeut of bethtown, with a vertical depth at
a rainy morning, but the Clicks at
Hisbne,
Penitentiary.
where
apex
rights
op
hav
(the end of the
t,nnnnl
rhnni
tfint,
Pateroa liked it all the beta cj
lrj
y.
ftxi S
W. J. Mills
,;rilef .Justice Supreme
and our boys didn't seem to Utiltil it in
i,H0() fi'et. 'Ihey have' hfeti in been w lived by agreement among
w the least. They swept across till! coun- Ourt,
last six rnonth which is mine owners, ought to lie valua
.Johji R. McFie
.istrjet .iudge.
try vlth. irresistible force, ajjftcvprj'-tauXin a
K,
C. Abbott
revision of the
cleared out of the
bttt
.District Attorney. hecominr tr.'ire nip-- tnorr m;nf;rd-jse- p
the ducks of l'ateros, and tJn' Loj s were A. ItvUerfrere
rb they tret, dfepir into the United States laws.
District Cierk
While it
well pleased at that. Conned beef and
.Mountain wkie.'i; tcpen ti indicates wni'.l probat1y be impracticable,
TAOS COUNTY.
vegetable soup, coffee, and riiT are
a I .fire hotly of ore oIob"
t hand,
wholesome, but when it cajne t,v,eigh-in- g A Ilex. Ousdo
even j ? d r d.Ie, to abolish t pje
inul Chacon
such rations iu the kukuvg with
tlouunissioners. A. T. Mclntire, the presiilent ot
)
right - in old )istrii:ts, a more reaennvas-baekf- l
or "any other old duck," Jose A. Lopez
' in the Tope M. Medina
there was nut a disentinj;
Treasttrrer. the company, who haR heofj in thn sonable law could be fralmed to
choice, l'ateros is the dee): .1:11 of Enrique Oon.ales
Rpcorder east IIih past throe years, looking
apply to nil new districts. Only
.(id pud Ckhtlil S
Luzon. The dubUs siniply
i
of School after the financial end of lh com-panis: ac t, so
prow there by the
of the mineral territory of
has returned and rnpurt Mist a nirt
Probate Judge
tlilcU wire Ui:y tha, ope soldier, iu Manuel Maula
d.
tl;is
has been
'.r.i'try
Tomas Rivera
speaking to me about 't, said:
Atesior the finance of the company was in
There ar? still imporfvtt disoov.
"lid you. ;e ,u.sV W'by, we ti. arched SUviauo Lucaro
Sheriff fine cunditipra.
aernss the l'usig ou hjoir backs. Uuu-et!cvie.s and nianv of them to be

Srlenttat,

be-yon-

faj&fc

d

Iep
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hll

spot.--Londo-

,

Hecretary-TreasviTP.flo-

f,

F.nKllnta

GQfJNJX SEW MEXICO. THUBSPAY, JgL

LMVliiR, TAOS

Uweilius: Wh.
in pushed open thi door It was bq ai
Jilt IhM oujeglu weiui.uu.ipia. o1-M U aupueaj u. .i j.
mil. . a.
..:,ied b a griziy oeui; wl.
tali un.d feet and with a bio.v t . h.
iniiit th deputy ft) u. thro
i.
OC
The deputy did nut slop tj
i wry the property,
but took to I,
ds. The bear followed iim out of U
u.K and then struck out ia the uL .
. u of the mountains,
It is Uioiim-iabruin found the dour of the shac
;.en and entered, and that the doo.
ton got pushed shut by the bear, mak
.ug him a prisoner.
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In the first, of a series of artlch?
upon anthropological data i"rof. .
TliompKon discusses the) o'rijfiiin
olor of mankind and; weighs muiii. evi
ience ' broring upon the question
the curliest rapes were bind:
'r tvliite.
Al ilie ame time he mentions Alfn tl
ItUBsell Wallace's idea that priiiiiti.
man was a Moiigxil. This would Infui
lliat our original color v,as .vcllov., :ii
hcn wo consMor the .civilization if
rcuiutc times which existed among,the
Chineke, that' the peoplo of Europe
spraag from
sintio stgclc, and that
he identity vi the curliest cavedwi.ll-r- s
in this CQmitcy and in France with
lie Eskimos (al.o Mongols) has been
ilemonstrated, ttus vicwioes not seem
t.o very unlikely. Prof . Thompson characterizes the theory as Rtigpestive, but
gat into none of these outside details,
confining himself to a study of skin
hale, and their pigments.
Sorby, he says, isolated three pigments,
clue hair as the more con- i Blent
s'.i)ifi-- t for experimentIn
I'trhticfilasL'tl ii;iNA browp.red.aud a yt
pifrmerst ieur, ,tp which in blael;
hair a IditcU iMiariiifroiiatter is added,
u rcaaar kablo ,faet that there
and it
may be in BittCJCQ'a "rool" as much
red pigment a:, la the European variety
sometime alludvA to at "eariots."'
Xgain, w .on ,n piece of white skin is
grafted, as Is oiten done jn niO(k.,i sur-'itupon a blaols man, it '.iccomes
lack, ivhila l luck upop a white man
"os iis ptgtneht. This, l'rof. Thomp- m thiiil
;:?rto the theory that
,
".l.ilfi shin from a
.u hr.p dcvelcj-.cd.blr.fk, rather iIjhp the , other alternative.
0?!"or interesting points are hrought
forward. Fir)iritanc, there is always
teettistn itnioiini Mf ptrfrnent in the
skiti oi L'WII .l;:ir people, that is. of the
ml and jrefluw ikituls loiuid in their
hirir, but inqt noiitfh to prevent the
lo not come
bico.l in tl.cj'vessi-ls'WHenenrpr the surface than the true skin
iliowinf' .t!i7oiigh the
l.iyi.rx of flic i pidvi-rriiIlynnxinjc lhpn;h exposure to the
ii;4stne to an increased lllaod supply
fS.l:ll
a eorrespuuding tievelopnient.
M'CvUIea, und piginirnted spots. Himilar
III :.trui!ttir.e to the geuernl skins of
!:i!r rai es, while
pe iMle innons us have, 'in addition to
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25,000 New Words
Phrases and Definitions
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Ph.D., LL.D., United Bta&v
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the ordinary pigments, a trace cf
the bhick color of the negro, more
preaeut iu oui- hair. There is
not. iJiowaver, ctuiugh to destroy the
lal'lal fnirpess.of our skin, though in
i xccptional rSiiuations (such as In the
i.i in pits) its presence may be very evident.
As to the. use, of a black skin.'Darwin
L luted tl..,.
i .lniglit'have been developed in ' onelation .with the Immunity
"darkies"
vtjjp. .malarial tiisease.s-.whic-
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I asked.
"Oh, no: we utareliibnck a'aiu after
we bud. killed, of. the uefools and ent
(Jno'ations
our supper ou the sprit. Unt, really,
w jicu lis It traflfOaJJeq fijr. sortpcr I went
out with .1 fqrpging pir,'.
.' ducks,
and
a rasco apd cnutfllt 51)0, St. i.onis, rLead St5:H5.
and you couldn't see the weier tlieij.
believe tlierc were "S.Ugb iu thut one Denver, 'Lead, S3

, mi'

Its novels (a fftuoidtt wtti
biilliaut aulltoi's ui i. ,
Its short stork; : iv wtntct.

I

Ja

The uir compressor, for tips Ind
dependence
mine ai;rived,iasi,.i(r.ci!-daSilvet, Qi&c,
and
the
workmen are busy put
Copper, lHfjC.
it
in
ting
place. This is n great Im- Tne statehood question k not provetnent and from now on work
worrying the people of this section will progrers more rapidly. j3oth
to any great. extent.
We will live drifting and sinking is now the
order and S"pt. J. A. Zwergel ie
if it goes. either way.
happy as well
mR.
ho
claicts
this
tiou-nas pu
propprty
'Russian
or
The
parliament
WOMEN IN MEDICAL FIELD.
pet
bit
propositions.
has been dissolves by the govOut of 15 Applications for the post
A.t the
.of assistant medical officer of the ernment using btyonets.
Bracebrldge '(Lincolnshire, Eng.) lunatic asyltiBi, Miss Jessie n. Hunter present it dooks as if a revolution lt,iar.iau Almas- Cjinpleti'd-toXtCieek.
was selecteti. Miss Hunter has. occu- could not be Averted.
position at a private asylum

swamp."
The night after the capture of Pate-rowhich, by thi way, is Spanish for
duck, 1 dined at one oftthc eiineiital
headquarters, and we hail d.iek in
every know.11 methotl of the . nlinary
'art, andil fhhtk there was ha illy n
camp along the "line the next din that
was not reveling in the luxury of Patau
ros duck, and lor that mailer many
days afterward; and I don't believe
there is n "hole in the water" at l'ateros
yet. Manila Cor. Leslie's Weekly.
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the parties who Avish to invest .in
The Xusas Peak
Daily Mining Record: Spanish
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to
Miuiit.si con paw,
Mexicau land grants in the
such properties
investigate the
re sa
,;
West and Southwest have liot been right. alo ig a"(,
properties of this district.
1
r
t
sufficieit
tinih
an entire satisfactory heritage.
In part the slo,w deyelpinent of of the tviill.- -. Tics Pfj
Another Railroad Headed for the
New Mexico and juther setion has
been due to the practical exclsi
Red River Mining District.
i.9 ;jjtt xi'"-- 4. ;;
sion pf prospeetoss from
piisfag of the
areas ckjimed unrler
..1.1
in
The.&urveyQES
are
the
On a .luimbei jof giams, ihuwi
betweftii.hene and piUkill surveycr, a hiieral polic
k u.viw
ing aJiiiH. ii Was direction, u t is force. The owner).. havaoncl
understofxl titey .will use the old ed that the be.'t way to learn
grade and right of away of the old fact? about their niii.entl res
timber road that at one .time ran is to make dw
Cats-kifrom Tiinidad to CatkiJIs.
while. A' th
is to be iu ade a reat summer can not a
resort with one of the largest apd States got
finest eqniped hotels ever 'built in prospectot
he territory.
It is believed the they do ol
Ilock lH,and ifJ back of tUi road break wit
and they expect to tap the great only 4
,,;,, Hnj ct,ppor flByg 0f tJ,is ittC. vein ai
ll

One t
age, ou

A.iesifdeuce.will be Jujilt this
tall at. the .iusafie .asyliitu at La.-Vegas, far the attentiini' f.'iiysiciaTj
'
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cost .,
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R nlroid C"m-e'.vt'ni killed by Hht
nin? en the T n. jia
where be linn a
crew of men s
th line for that
They .'artorl wih the re- ti.mpHiv.
ruatua for lViton today. I The horse he
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with a capital stock of 850,000.
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thi

Dr. Mary Stone, of Australia, sent
a paper to the national women's
inging the esta: ilshment o'
"epileptic eolonios," la view of the
fact that the ranks of criminals are
cominiMtt1)' autl materially reinforced
by children,
maial and
physical degenerates who arc easily
led into vlee, und she asks ror tna
segregation of these unfortunates t tint
their kind may not be multiplied.
TaUiag eiedi: Uwt belong .a otaoip
deceives no ope so nucti as yryf"f.
you.u? In
Dr. L. Hosa Mlnok.is
dian doctor, who. having woo honors
as a graduate of the Women's Medical college of Pennsylvania and
served with cretin jis re.udert rhyal-ciaof
h's;
of the rt'omeii's
an ois has no a '!
ls said (o
Rjft
a'Aaiuteoine anjil
woman.
tnteresi ne young
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kiiletjjiy Lilling-

silk
The latest pews from li,e St .I.oui?,
worn, farui near Kl Pso, Texas.
Socorro people are disgusted with Rocky
Mountain, I'aeihi; railroad is
sent out in that the (Trading is almost, completed to
La Jara is to have a baud,
regard 'to til) .earthquake flt that L'te Ceeek juxi moat of the ties are laid, boys nave
ordered their instru
bflirejd it will be hut a short time
They bve hadovi lifty It is
point.
before trains wijl be.ruuniag to Ute ments. J
shocks but net.
the dam Creek,
tlicreat auj,ouiit, pf plh dnviui;
Tin Citizen' National Hank
age done as. reported by the prees. and btiilge wo(k Is what is holding
for Portal es, has been organizer!
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made. It would be well worth
x.diil- - to Uke steps to avoid a
ttuUfttl hrce of paralyzing litigation among the mines yet to be
found and made.
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River

Red

RED RIVER.

Prospector
NEW MEXICO.

WHY JACQU0IN
LAUGHED

Making Electricity.

pose

av,,

unity failed because of
the variability of the power. By the
new method electricity Is generated
as a
in the course of the
windmill's servlco in driving a water
pump. The water la led Into a hydraulic regulator built on the principle of a water lift In which jjr pressure Is controlled by weights. Approximately a uniform bead pressure
of 75 pounds corresponds to the capacity of the water pumped by a ten-fowindmill wheel.
This Is increased to 100 pounds for a
wheel. The water Is discharged from
the hydraulic chamber by means of
automatic valves. This regulator Is
the means of maintaining an even
pressure under all conditions whether the windmill Is revolving fast or
slow. Under the uniform pressure the
water is passed from the hydraulic
chamber through a water motor to
which a dynamo is attached. Then it
Is discharged through troughs and led
away to the fields if desired.
Or It
can be stored up In tanks or reservoirs to be pumped back into the
hydraulic regulator again In case
water economy should be necessary.
By producing an evenness of pressure
in this way the dynamo is run at
uniform Bpoed whether the wind is
blowing a gale or 3 just enough to
make the wheel go round. The whole
arrangement, when once put In operation, requires little or no attention.
Secondary batteries take any current
generated In excess of Immediate demands. It bas been calculated that a
produce
should
windmill
l

u

.

enough electricity to light the average farm, generating in the daytime
the current that is burned at night.
The cost of maintenance is said to be
almost nothing, and it must be remembered
that while the electric
plant is doing Its good work the windmill proceeds with Its usual operations.
War Only a Memory.
Forty years have passed since the
great war, and but a remnant Is left
of those who fought or were otherwise moved by the passions of the
time. According to the last census.
population
63,000.000 of the present
were born since Lee surrendered, and
9,000,000 more were less than ten years
old at the time. If allowance be made
those who have been born and
those who have died since 1900, it Is
not likely, says Youth's Companion,
that more than one In twenty of those
now living, including the veterans of
both armies, has any recollection of
the war period. The nation has drifted so far down the river of time
that only the heroic features of the
great struggle remain in sight. Now
and then one of the survivors from
the period recalls the bitterness and
the suffering that prevailed, but for
the most part time has mellowed
them, and they mingle with reminiscences of ramp and battle, praise of
of the
the bravery and
people, of the skill of the generals,
and of the patient endurance of their
ThlB memory
of brave
comrades.
deeds is one of the blessed heritages
Into which the surviving remnant has
come in these days. The south bas
It as well as the north, and it binds
the two parts of the country together
reas a common experience always
moves barriers.
As the years pass
the number Is rapidly diminishing of
those who can talk of the events of
the war, and speak proudly of their
part in It. A new generation which
knows of the war only through the
histories will soon be strewing flowers on the graves on Memorial day.
Then the old men who fought with
Grant or with Lee can no longer be
lointed out, as they go by on the
street, to the boys and girls for whom
the civil war Is history only less an
cient than the revolution.
Tor

ene. of

Cananea,
Mexico,
llabor troubles have caused so
commotion, it 1b brought
to
lis the same colonel who In 1904
le celebrated Jawing match over
stocks in newspaper advertiseMr. Lawson.
When tha
fled for Boston to follow
Jon of the speculator
.
i
people as
Slit,
i
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By JOHN F. MacDONALD

A wind power e metrical plant la
Indiana Is a successful novelty. The
devices heretofore tried for thla pur-

(Copyright, by Joseph b. Bowles.;
The bourgeois of Paris, like every
bourgeois, has his Sunday tie and his
Sunday coat; his wife has her Sunday
bonnet; Ms daughters have each a
dress of turquoise blue and heliotrope;
when they have donned their finery
the bourgeois and bourgeolse are
" Hence follows this advantage: No one, seeing them, can be
dubious as to the dny; the heliotrope
puts in end to all perplexity
instantly you can safely wager, you may
swear, even If you have been an
for months or a traveler for
yean, even If you have lost all count
of time, that It Is Sunday.
But in the village of Sannols, the
few hundred Inhabitants are
three times a week, on
Wednesdays and Saturdays as well as
Sundays.
The Wednesday and Saturday finery Is the same as the Sunday
finery, not a trinket has been held
over; and If the church bells do not
summon the villagers to High Mass on
th se common days, other bells from
th- - cobbled square call them merrily
to the market.
Moreover, thefnrlstorracy of Sannois
(r petite hourgjeoisie that has retired
"endl-manche-

nrd raised
villas after 30
ymrs' economies) has also dressed.
Ktill, one Incongruity is noticeable:
Kich person carries a basket; not a
f ncy thing, not the little pannier into
w 'licit the heroine of a melodrama
paeks fresh eggs and honeysuckle; but
a stout basket, a veritable market basket. All foods are stored In It, enough
ftid to last from Saturday until
d

Wednesday.
"conAs Sannols holds its
versazione" for this it is the basket
becomes laden, heavy. The villagers,
fit last dispersing, cheerfully bear off
their burdens; but the aristocrats seek
(Sannols has
an idler, 'i
many
to carry the
to the
villas In exchange for sous. A dozen Idlers present themselves and are engaged.
Most of them are scrubby, clumsy; but
too readiest, the most agile of them
all, is Jacquon "le Follet," as they
oll him, as he likes to be called;
hair,
with
light, restless eyes, a loose mouth, a
lean face; the lank figure of a boy
of 17, the brain of a 'child of seven,
but In reillty so the villagers affirm
30 years of age or more.
He is
hailed as Jacquon, and he laughs. He
laughs again as he takes the basket,
and as he raises it, and when he rests
It on his shoulders. He laughs stupidly, and his mouth twitches when
ho laughs.
No one feared Jacquon le Follet
when we encountered him on the market place some months ago.
"He is insane," Sannols admitted,
"but never harms anyone. He only
laughs laughs continually."
And It was true Jacquon laughed
continually; but his laughter was so
familiar that the villagers did not
even shudder when it rang out suddenly, eerily, at night.
"Jacquon Is returning from the station," was all they said; for Jacquon
was hired sometimes by the Sannois
aristocrats to light them with his lan-tn to the station; or to light them
.
home, as the way was rough and
They trusted Jacquon; and yet he
was an uncanny spectacle In the moonlight, with his lantern and his laugh.
Often he wandered abroad all night:
and the garde champetre described
how he, on more than one occasion,
upon Jacquon,
had come suddenly
laughing at the windmill "but laughing, mon cher!" In spite of the mud
and the mist. The "garde champetre"
also trusted Jacquon; trusted him su
Implicitly that he allowed him to carry
a knife a long, sharp knife with
which he dug out mushrooms and
Ifashloned sticks.
Sannois, in fact, was kind to Jacquon; but his parents rarely humored
him. They, the hardest workers in the
village, the healthiest and the strongest, farmed, grew vines; it crossed
them to see Jacquon incompetent and
Constantly and altogether they tolled, father, mother and two
And they scarcely
stalwart sons.
spoke to Jacquon; while Jacquon never
spoke to them. He ate his meals in
silence, whereas they reviewed the labors of the day; and they never asked,
Where is Jacquon? Never inquired,
What have you been doing, Jacquon?
title,
Never gave him his beloved
Jacquon le Follet. Consequently Jacquon shunned the farm; and, out of
revenge, at no time brought home
mushrooms for the table, but presented them instead to the garde chainlet re for his, and to the villagers for
ne'er-do-we-

ne'er-do-well-

bas-ky-

ts

tow-color-

da-k-

half-witte-
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neer-do-selv-
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White Man's Defense of an Abused Is the Man Who Calls Ton Up When
Be very careful what you say to
your enemies and be more oareful
Indian Meets with GrateNot at Home find Won't
wjjstjojijwji'eJojirJHiiidi
ful Recognition.
Give His Name.
In the winter or 1865 and the tprlng
of 1856 Seattle and other new vettle-men- u
near Puget sound were vnauged
In war with the Indians of th:U vicinity under Leschl, a Nesqually chief,
says the author of "Pioneer Htminls-cence- s
of Puget Sound. " Leschi's fight
W is against the authorities, w. o were
trying to deprive his people of their
valley farms and force them to live
on a cramped and sterile reservation
They had many
In the mountains.
friends among the whites, whom, however bitter the war grew, they were
careful not to Injure.
One day In February A. J. Bnlriwin.
nf Olympla, was passing along a trail
near Yelm Prairie, when he wan confronted by four armed Indians on
They at once covered him
horseback.
with their rifles, but one of them
spoke sharply to the' others, and the
rifles wete lowered.
"Jack Baldwin?"
the Indian demanded.
Mr.
"Yes, that's my name," said
Baldwin.
"You out to fight Indian?"
"No. I am carrying an express to
Yelm for pay."
"You
member bucket of water at
Olympla?"
It suddenly flashed upon Mr. Baldwin's mind that he knew this Indian.
During the year before the fellow had
been filling a bucket from a flowing spring in Olympla when a brute
of a white man came along, Insolently
removed the Indian's bucket, threw
it Into i mud-hol- e
near by, and put his
own nn;!er the spout.
Mr. Baldwin, who had witnessed the
affair, at once Interfered and pitched
the ruffian into the mud-hol- e
after the
Indian's bucket. The incident hrvi put
him Into the good books of tha' Indian, am! so had saved his life.
"Go on." the red man said to him.
"We don't kill you."
And go he did,
unharmed, without more ado.

"I think that the meanest man in
the world Is the fellow who oalls you
up by telphone when you're not at
home add won't leave his name."
"What's mean about It?"
"Well," said Westslde, according to
the New York World, "many thingr.
For Instance, I'm down town during
the day at my office. Some man finds
my home telephone address In the
book and calls me up on It. My wife
answers.
'Who's this?' she asks, and
the voice comes: 'Is Mr. Westslde at
home?' 'No, but I'm Mrs. Westslde.
and any message you may have for
him .' 'N no, never mind. I'll call
him up later. "Well, won't you give me
your name so that I
No. I guess
not. No. I'll Just call him up later.
Good-by-

.'

"Well, I get home In the evening,
and my wife tells me that some mysterious man called me up, wouldn't
give his name, number or business,
and then I start guessing.
Naturally
I
Imagine that It's some one
who
doesn't want my wife to know that he
called me up. So I Imagine all sorts
of

things.

"My dinner is an uncomfortable
meal for thinking of the wretch who
called me up. I go through the entire list of the people I know who
wouldn't be apt to know my office adI think of every one I ever
dress.
I think
had any trouble
with.
heaven only knows
what I don't
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"And then the 'phone bell rings, and
the nia'd says iff for Mr. Westslde.
I
go with fear and trembling. And
who is it? Oh, Just some Idiot who
wants to know if my wife and I
evening, or
can't come over
something just as Incons?quentIal."

WEALTH

OF

NEW

YORK.

e
States Valued at Less
Than the State's Untaxed
Real Estate.

Twenty-Fiv-

THE MOUNTAIN.

OF

The enormous material wealth of
the state of New York is in no way,
Rough Time of It for the Apache perhaps, more clearly marked than in
Pappooses in Everyday
the fact that the total amount of real
Life.
estate land and buildings exempted
from taxation is larger than the total
Of an odd scene In the region of the assessed wealth of 25 of the 45 states
Rockies, a San Francisco writer says:
of the country, states the Sun.
"Leanin,; against wagons and build- New York has II, 500,000,000 of real
Ings are dozens of little baskets with estate exempted from taxation. It has
baby Apaches sucking their fists $185,000,000 represented in churches
therein. The baskets are of the regu- and church buildings.
It has
lar Indian style, and the poor babies
in hospitals and charitable Inare Btrapped and laced into them stitutions.
It has $100,000,000
in
tight and snug.
schools, exclusive of $00,000,000
la
"Some squaws hang their baskets to colleges, universities and other hunts-Ingwhen not carried on
the saddle-horwholly devoted to the purposes
the , backs, because if they are left of instruction.
on .the ground the dogs go
The city of New York includes, of
round and lick the babies' faces, much course, by far the largest proportion
to the little ones' discomfort.
of these holdings, though in the mat"One rathej- frisky pony, with a ter of church property the land and
baby on the horn of his saddle, wan- buildings outside of the city of New
ders from the bunch and is Imme- York represent a total value of $75,'
diately surrounded by a crowd of 000,000.
dogs. Their barking starts him to trot,
The federal government has
and with a shriek the mother rushes
worth of land and buildings
from her place in the line to catch in the state of New York, of which
him. Bu. the pony doesn't want to $60,000,000 worth
is in New York
be caught, and from a trot turns to city and $0,500,000 worth in Buffalo.
a run, and away he goes the bTsket The
Btate
Itself has $85,000,000
flapping on his side making him run worth of property, land and buildings
the harder. No one seems sorry for throughout the state, of which by far
the poor baby, whose yells are drowned the largest single item Is at Albany.
in the general burst of laughter that
of property
There is $60,000,000
goes up.
within the state of New York
in
"Finally the strap that holds the cemeteries and $40,000,000 worth of
basket breaks down comes poor baby, property in libraries and
scientific
thump, to the ground, face down, and and patriotic organizations.
the pony, after running a few more
Agricultural societies own $1,000.-00rods, is caught by a boy, white the
worth, and township and villagu
distracted mother picks up her unfor- buildings represent $22,500,000 more.
tunate Infant, and I filmed lately unlacing the deerskin cover, takes it out to
Model Sickness.
assure herself it is sound in body,
The pretty girl had told the artist
after Its rather risky ride and tall." that she had posed before, and on the
strength of that statement she got
a Job.
She hadn't held the post ten
AND THIS IN FLY TIME:
minutes before she turned deadly
Facts of Interest, If Anything Could white and sank to the floor. "Model
sickness," said the experienced artist,
Be Interesting About
after she had gone. "I knew she was
the Pest.
lying, for the first timers always get
The biologist brushed a fly out of it. It Ib as well defined a complaint as
seasickness, and has to be treated the
his beard.
"It Is early for these pests," he same way. It Is a form of naseau. and
said. "I wish we could exterminate is caused as much by the nervous
files. They are as useless and as strain the new model is always under
as by the unusual experience of standharmful as snakes.
I have had big,
"And how proline!
From June to ing In one position.
September the average fly mother ac- strong men, even negroes, go the same
cumulates a family of 2,000,000 chil- way. It is something every artist has
dren. If all these children lived, the to make allowances for, and only pracfiles would crowd mankind off the tice can cure It. although I know old
models who still Buffer from it, espeearth.
"But flies, as It fortunately hap cially if they are in an awkward
pens, ai.- particularly afflicted with p03e." Chicago Inter Ocean.
microscopic parasites and with innumerable sorts of germ diseases.
Changes in British Views.
These things kill them off, and they
"Too many Influences spoil the Britare also killed off by birds and bats ish" might be adopted as a proverb.
and toads.
Within the last quarter of a century
"An odd fact about flies is that the American woman has considerably
they never sit down. They could if altered the character of her British
they would their hind legs
would sister; the American
business man
fold undc t!em like a dog's or a has greatly changed that of his equivhorse's. But, no; no sitting down for alent In England; the French have
Mr. Fly.
He comes Into the world accustomed us to an attitude of mind
on his feet, and on his feet he de- which would have horrified our paparts. Think of it, not to sit down rents and the Germans have introducjnce from birth to death!"
ed their military spirit into a country
which bas always been opposed to a
army.
standing
London
large
Woodchuck as a Family Pet.
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Asthma Cpp
not benerirtal.
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"SI'RANfl I'PON THE MAN WHO HAD
INSULTED HIS MOTHER."J
ers could prevent him, stabbed him to
the heart.
Then, for the first time that night,
laughed,
laughed
and
Jacquon
laughed and laughed.
And now, on market days, the
alone remain to carry
home the baskets of the Sannols aristocracy; now, on dark nights, no one
sees the flash of Jacquon le Follet's
lantern or hears his laugh ring out
suddenly, eerily, on the road between
the villuge and the station. Nor does
the garde champetre come unexpectedly upon Jacquon when he makes his
midnight rounds. (Jone Is Jacquon le
Follet, Monsieur Jacquon le Follet.
Gone, suddenly, for life. Gone into the
state establishment described by the
most polite of peoples as the House of
ne'er-do-wel- ls

Health.
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BIG
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South Africa Is a Country Where
Hugh Beasts Are Numerous
and Dangerous.
"On the Broken Hill road," says the
Hulawayo Chronicle of an incident in
that part of South Africa, "on a recent night a Hon entered a hut wheremen.
two white
in were sleeping
Pushing open the reed door, the animal made for the nearer of the two
sleepers, and, gripping him by the
shoulder with its teeth, lifted him
from his bed. The cries of the man
brought several natives to the scene,
and these pluckily attacked the beast,
bringing it to bay. A shotgun happened, fortunately, to be near by, and
this the captive succeeded in reaching,
instantly shooting the Hon. The man,
whose name is Thornton, was very
badly mauled, but he Is making fa-

vorable progress."

In Rhodesia, too, the Hons are troublesome. An Englishman named Marriott was playing tennis with a man
named Fynn when news was brought
in that a lion was attacking the
Bou: rushed for their guns
mules.
and went in pursuit of the beasts,
which they sighted within a short distheirs.
tance of their home. Marriott fired
(who hated
The
and wounded a Hon twice, but without
parents because, sober lolk, fatal effect.
The enraged beast
they spent none of their earnings at charged him, and bit him severely on
the wine seller's zinc counter), loved to the thighs. Its teeth also peneterated
on tipsy ; then to chaff him his hands and left shoulder.
Fynn
When the
it her.
fired and killed the Hon. Marriott
were tipsy,
their was able to go home, but was ordered
er, then
vile.
to hospital, where he expired 24 hours
mother, falsely
later.
conduct in her youth,
"At least eight lions have appeared
Meet Of cruel Jests And In the districts of Moore's concession
Id laugh and laugh.
and Slmmonla recently," says South
jtry afternoon, when the Africa. "A farmer named Clayton, on
sen, Jacquon slipped, and visiting his stable one morning;,
ad against a stone, wherein the prevloti3 night he had
him sluing by the tied up two mules, found nothing but
ilh biooct trickling bones. Two of theso Hons, it is since
in the
killed
He reported, have been
his
neighborhood
of t&e Yellow Jack
pd him hi
He door to them. mine."
ne'er-do-wel- ls
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ne'er-do-well-

sCftck-heade-

And when she saw Jacquon bloodstained and bewildered, with a tlml I
doubt of ber In his bright eyes, something of
bt 'ed affection awoke l.t
her. She was kind. She pressed tli
neighbor to enter. She put her aria
round Jacquon; she led him to her
room; she bathed the cut, made him
lie down on her own bed; then, kneeling beside htm, she stroked his shoc.
of hnlr and murmured:
"My poor Jacquon.
My poor boy,
Jacquon.
My poor, poor, Jacquon!"
And Jacquon. amazed, felt a tear fa
upon his brow. And Jacquon did not
laugh.
Nor did he laugh when, after stealthily escaping from the house whilst I U
mother was preparing the evening
meal, he entered the wineshop a fW
hours Inter.
The
greeting him as
usual, gave him beer; and Jacquon
drank several glasses, but he did tot
clap his hands nor nod his head, t.or
laugh when the Jesting at bis fnnnl 'tl
expense began.
More beer was called for. but it had
no exhilarating effect on Jacquon.
At lust he was told that "he v aa
proud
that this was wrong.
He had no right to be proud, no reason. 1)1:1 Jacquon know who his
mother was? What she was?"
At that moment Jacquon rose stupidly and, standing upright, appeared
as though he were listening to something.
His mouth twitched; perhaps
the words: "My poor Jacquon, my pi or
boy, Jacquon!" recurred to him.
He put his hand to his foreher.d;
perhaps he was seeking the spot where
his mother's tears had fallen.
But suddenly, "whilst he was then
musing, the Are kindled."
With eyes aflame anil a furious
shout, Jacquon sprang upon the man
who had Insulted
his mother, and,
drawing cut his knife, before the oth- -

-
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An odd pet Is uwned by a Brunswick
family.
It k a
which hag become very tame.
He lives in a hole near the cellar of
the house, and aFWays comes out when
'.he skimming of
milk Is going on.
In which he appears much interested.
September 25, 1905, he seemed to be
very sleepy and disappeared, and not
further was seen of him until
Fast day, when bt, reappeared. He huii
been In a atate of hibernation
for
seven monthsaatad one day. He was
family and was
very glad to
In very good flRja despite Ji is Ion
Aebedjsjflraa).
winter's sleep
wood-rhuc-

'e

athe
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the like.
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Sign of Classical Music.
If a piano player is playing a piece North Dakota, Michigan, Illinois and
that BoundB as If be didn't know It Missouri.
Tickets on sale June 9th to 16th and
very well, and has to stop every minute and start over, that really means July 1st to 10th; final limit, October
31st.
that the music he 1b playing is eiuss-lca- l.
H3R VACATION TRAINS.
Atchison (Kan.) Globe.
Through Tourist Sleepers to Omaha
and Chicago, JuM th, loth ami July
And Yet.
1st. Standard Sleepers Dally.
"Didn't that patient respond to youl
Better Make Reservations at Once.
treatment?" asked the doctor's wUe.
Ticket office, 941 Seventeenth St.,
"Not yet," replied the phytilcla; Denver
Coin.
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's
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tural schools. The states can do no
nobler work for ivilization than to establish schools, where real farming
(not drudgery) as a business Is taught.
11 is difficult to be extravagant In education; but, notwithstanding our great
liberality In educational matters, we
arc woefully deficient In the number
Abot Fare, mi FrahfAMet and Seirtitteeu to Boy aa Ttag
of our agricultural schools.
Mm Who Mar Eater r Reaaia in Tale Vacatioa Maay
Facte of Profitable aod Eteamlc Mil I,
Better farms would make better people, not only better farming people, not
only better country people, but better
By NATH'L C. FOWLER. JR.
city people. In the days of the CivilAuthor of "Tha Boy How to Help Him Succeed," "Bulldlnt Bualneat
Cyclopedia
"DollaraintiSefnea," "Practical ftibHdty." Fowler',
ization to come, city centralization will
of Publicity end Prlntlne." "Gumption,'' Etc.
have stopped, and equitable and proper
distribution will be one of the orders
"tgy
of the day. The tendency will not be
(Copjrrlbt, WW, by Hatkl C Fowler, Jr.)
from outdoors Into indoors, but will
farmer is be the migration of both mind, and
In the world's dictionary the farmer cation or the progressive
Is denned as a plain tiller of aoll, and superior to that of Ihe rank and file of body out Into the great and glorious
open air, and God's country will be!
the agriculturist or planter as one who metropolitan men of wealth.
There alwayB will be some poor and come the arena of our greatest
has lifted the farm on to the plane of
i'
men among farmers, but
business.
The term farmer, however,
covers that bast company of workers this class Is far less prominent upon
What Schools Might Teach.
I wish the country school, yes, even
rho, by the planting of the seed, raise the farm than In the marts of business;
Impecumore
any kind of a harvest, or who breed and there are ten times
l.'ie city school, would Instruct the
as with joyous hearts and smiling faces they romp and play when in health and
nious city workers than there are farm- boy In the elements of agriculture,
and raise cattle and other stock.
how conaucive to health the games in which they indulge, the outdoor life they
The railroad may cease running, and ers In actual want. But right here let tntoretically, If necessary, but In some
enjoy, the cleanly, regular habits they should be taught to form and the wholesome
tilings will continue to live. The stock It be said that even the poorest furm- way instill into his mind the truth
diet of which they should partake. How tenderly their health should be preserved,
board may board up Its doors, and the er? are better off than are the average about planting and its resulting harworld will continue to move as It haul stvugglers of the great city. The farmvest. We are teaching almost everynot by constant medication, but by careful avoidance of every medicine of an injuribeen moving for centuries, subject er has a chance to grow. The city man thing In our public schools, both In
ous or objectionable nature, and if at anytime a remedial agent is required, to assist
may
may
or
not have that opportunity. the city and In the country, save the
only to transient financial cloudiness.
Should the farm boy remain upon the one fundamental science of all, the
nature, only those of known excellence should be used remedies which are pure
Most businesses may go out of business, and the profesFlonal may no long- farm? Upon general principles 1 say science on which depends our health
and wholesome and truly beneficial in effect, like the pleasant laxative remedy,
er continue to practice, yet people will ye3. and emphatically, yew. There are and wealth that of agriculture.
Syrup of Figs, manufactured by the California Fig Syrup Co. Syrup of Figs has
many
boys
who
exceptions.
There
are
propagate.
But
continue to live and to
i would not ask the farmer's boy to
upon
stay
the
to
come into general favor in many millions of well informed families, whose estimate
no
have
business
any
when there Is no longer
farmer
remain on bis father's farm. If It Is
of its quality and excellence is based upon personal knowledge and use.
there will be no longer any people, for fr.i ni, because they are destined for Improperly cultivated and is a mere
scn ethlng not necessarily better, but place of drudgery; nor would I ask
the world will have starved to death.
Syrup of Figs has also met with the approval of physicians generally, because
farmFarming is our greatest Industry, the son ethlng entirely different from
him to remain upon a barren farm,
they know it is wholesome, simple and gentle in its action. We inform all reputaindustry preservative of all industries. ing; but, generally Speaking, I 'vould where every product Is literally forced
y
ble physicians as to the medicinal principles of Syrup of Figs, obtained, by an
Notwithstanding the existence of hun- advise the farmer's boy to remain on from an unwilling soil. I would
dreds of abandoned farms, and the the farm, unless he can give legitisay, because you are a 'farmer's
original method, from certain plants known to them to act most beneficially and
constant exodus from ihe farm to the mate, sensible, and positive reasons for boy. give the farin the preference. If
presented in an agreeable syrup in which the wholesome Californian blue figs are
us
placed
change.
a
nature
Where
rity, the farm In lie numerical and
your father's farm Is not suitable to
used to promote the pleasant taste ; therefore it is net a secret remedy and hence
the greatest would appear to be our natural Held ;our a mi lilt Ion and to your capacity, go
financial strength is
power In the whole civilized world. of action, subject only to exceptions.
to some larger and better farm. Conwe
are free to refer to all well informed physicians, who do not approve of patent
Therefore, the boy born upon the sider your father's larm first. If there
The farmer Is not recognized as he
and never favor indiscriminate
medicines
should be, because he seeks neither faru should consider the farm the place be evidence that this Is not best for
to remember and teach your children also that the genuine Syrup of Figs
Please
notoriety nor prominence, but quietly or his life work, unless there are rea- you, then consider some other farm.
G
does his work, allowing others to play sons why a change of base Bhould be Give the farm the first choice, consider
always
has
the full name of the Company California Fig Syrup Co. plainly
at society and to receive Its shallow nipcie.
It from every standpoint and without
front of every package and that it is for sale in bottles of one size
on
printed
the
reason,
a
any
good
save
reason
For
reward. Here, however, has been made
prejudice, even though your farm exIf
only.
any
offers any other than the regular Fifty cent size, or having
dealer
farm,
despises
many
boy
the
a farmer's
a grievous mistake. The farmer, like
periences may have been unfortunate
printed thereon the name of any other company, do not accept it. If you fail to get
the lawyer, should be proud of his pro when he should be proud of tils agri and disagreeable.
fession, sufficiently appreciative of It cultural heritage. He Is of the nobility
the genuine you will not get its beneffcial effects. Every family should always have
Advantages and Disadvantages.
to contribute to it the full measure of of the soil, a nobilily, not of many dolyou have placed all the adAfter
bottle on hand, as it is equally beneficial for the parents and the children,
a
parent
of
the
from
descendant
but
lars,
not
does
Because
he
his
vantages of farming In one column,
a laxative remedy is required.
whenever
do so, he has lost both the social and dollars.
The boy who would leave the farm, Mra all the objections In another, study
business' prominence which really
ar.d who gives no good reason for eurh advantage and disadvantage by
to his calling.
leaving, may as well go as stay, for iiselt and collectively; then, if the dis
Why Farms Do Net Pay.
he will undoubtedly be a failure any- advantages greatly outweigh the ad
Bcme farms do not pay, partly beHardened.
GENERAL GLEANINGS.
where. The boy who dislikes the farm, vantages, you have every
Papa My child, if I shall die pennicause some farms cannot be made to because he does not like work, will not moral and business right to forsake
3,332
king
wives.
of
has
The
Ashanti
one-hayou
more
a
pay. Probably not
than
less, are
well prepared to fight the
mercantile lite
If he Is not the farm, either lor
be a succesB anywhere.
every 40 battle of life?
A young Jones is born
of our fertile farms pay as well as they willing to work as hard upon the farm n the city or in the country. But do
I've
Blanche I think so, father.
would pay if the right effort was made as he would have to away from the not leave the country, or the country minutes.
The number of known stars exceeds
been through three engagements alto make them pay. It is but a common farm, he will not work hard enough town, even if you leave the farm, un
ready. Washington Star.
remark that a great majority of farms iiriywbere else to earn more than a ill you huve intelligently exhausted 100.000,000.
e
lis opportunities. The country needs
arts unprontauie oeiause 01 me
Contributors to the London Times
mere livelihood.
and luck of cultivation on the
There may not be more than two
The boy who doea not like farming, ou; the city may not waut you. Do are paid $25 a column.
inches of Btrawberrles. but think of the
part of the owners. Altogether too who dislikes It from his very soul, not make a radical change without
One man in six in the American
size of the box with the lumber higher
nlgo motive, ana be sure that your navy Is a total abstainer.
ninny farmers. Instead of working who has absolutely no love for planttheir farms, allow their farms to work ing or harvesting, and yet Is not a I active is not a mistaken preference
The parrot appreciates music more every day. Detroit Free Press.
What kind, and how much, school than any other of the lower animals.
Uiem.
loafer, Is not likely to become a good
Is unmistakably farmer, and forcing him
The tendency
EVAPORATED CREAM
Over 20,000,000 leeches were used
to remain cuucalion cun the tarmer use to ad
f.way from the farm. The farmer's there indefinitely
Is certainly bad vantage? To specify Is well nigh lm annually 25 years ago, but now not
In selectine; a food for Baby. Don't ExperUjion general principles 1,000,000 a year are used.
possible,
iment. rvmuiUiA of babies have been sucboy, partly because he wants . change, judgment and will prove unprofitable.
cessfully reared on St. Charles Cream which
unmay
great
is
it
be
said
however,
that there
is a perfect substitute for Mothers milk. Chilbut largely becuuse the
The world's largest prune orchard
dren fed on St. Charles Cream an entirely
Why City Attracts Boys.
liiile likelihood of the farmer, or the
known shines with a light apparently
In Los Gatos, Cal. contains 50,000
tree from infantile marasmus and ktnrired
Any boy has a right to dUllke the would-b- e
troubles. Ordinary sterilized milk will not do
farmer, acquiring too much trees f nd yields an annual profit of
brighter than all the lights he has ever
because tt is impossible to sterilize fluid milk
his
is
sensible;
dislike
but book knowledge, lu this country there 150,000.
perfectly by crude methods without rendering
tern, desires to leave the farm and to farm, if
the Indlsrentlble part of the milk more
earn his living under entirely different muuy boys, perhaps the majority of are many successful farmers who are
'
popularity
fine
extraordinary
of
The
St. Charles Cream is cow's milk humanized.
conditions, away from nature as he has them, who leave thJ farm to go to the graduates of classical colleges, and this
It
than that. It is as
more
is
summer
goods
makes
the
this
white
jrood as the best cream or
experienced It, where he may lead a city, do so because they look upon uroad education hits not injured them
choice of Starch a matter of great imFor
milk for any'purpose.
as
farming
Inferior
labor
and
believe
may
every
case,
not,
although
different
of
it
from
in
diametrically
that
life
many purposes, both in the
portance.
Defiance Starch, being free
nursrry and in the kitchen,
his childhood. The fault, In more than l;;it the farm offers little opportunity. have been of financial benefit. If 1 from all injurious chemicals, is the
it is superior to every other
kind. In using St Charles
half the cases, is due to the farmer This is all too often the farmer's fault, were forced to answer this question enly one which is safe to use on fine
Cream you take no chances.
himself and to the way the farm Is not the fault of the farm Itself. Thou- MKeilicully, I would advise the boy fabrics. Its great strength as a stlff-enSold by Best Grocers
upon
thousands of boys, failures who intends to follow agriculture to
Everywhere.
conducted. The boy, brought up upon sands
makes half the usual quantity of
ST. CHARLES COVDENSING
obtain, at least, a high school educathe farm which is not properly culti- In great cities, might have been
of
with
COMPANY.
result
necesBary,
the
Starch
citizens upon the farm. The tion. I would not advise against a
vated, and where most of the work Is
St. Charles, Illinois
finish, equal to that when the
digare meonomtcal at well an eood. Yo
classical college course, but I find it perfect
drudgery, or Is made to be drudgery, d'UQglng farmer, the
goods were new.
don't pay (or base or grulle hr.e you buy loam.
where Intellectual growth is stunted, ger of the soil, with weedy garden and impossible to consider higher education
Nothing tort into a Libby caa but clean,
expect
bhabby
boy
cannot
house,
to
bis
I
Ignorance
advise most emphatically
of his
etseutial.
naturally. In the
Give and Take.
meal dial U ready to eat.
lean,
Per Acre
60 Bus. Winter Wheat
youth, assumes that all farms are like respect the farm or love the farm; aud .miu enthusiastically the boy to attend,
"Gracious, my dear," Bald the first
of Raiser's Red Cross Hybrid Winter
That's the
Libby'i Product, are lime and trouble and
is
boy,
unless he
broad enough and and graduate front, an agricultural col- society belle, spitefully, " I do hope
Wheal. Send He in tamp for free sample of fame, as
the farm of his childhood, and that the this
money (a veu- - and appetite rlimulaton.
aleocataloirne of Whitrr, Wheats, Hye, barley, Clovers,
for fall planting-Tlmnthv. (Immu'ii, Hull'-opportunities of life must be else- laolllgent enough to see beyond his lege.
you'ro not ill. You look so much oldLibby'i Booerere Chicken with Mayonnaise
Wis.
,,m HKED CO.. Kx W.ft.LavCroea.
If tho boy and his parents are not er
where. Therefore he gravitates to the father's farm, will probably leave It,
freeing makea a ciuicrVialed, yet a, delicioua
you aver ate. Ilia all chicken, end
one
a
at
refamiliar with the location, scope and
you,
dear,"
dty. not so much because he loves the even If he has to run away.
WRITING TO ADVERTISER
V!si:
"I'm quite well, thank
mouly while meal.
ell good chicken
Should the city boy loave the city to uquirements of these agricultural In- plied the other. "And you how wonplease state thai yao saw tha dertlsssi
city, but because he feels that that
UCs nner
you're hurried or hungry.
ataat
la
Try
when
k
Yes,
a
If
become
he
alfarmer?
to.
wants
can
nothing
be obtained derfully Improved you are. You look
stitutions, Information
about,
.which he knows
lei free. "How to Make
though he may think he does, is better If he goes, the chances are that he will from the editor of the local newspaper, positively young." Philadelphia
Thinners tel. Wine
DEFIANCE STARCH
than that which he does known about become a happier man, a healthter the minister, the lawyer, the doctor, of
man, and a better citizen; but if- he the teacher, or a letter addressed to
from actual boyhood experience.
Libby, McNeill & Libby, Chicago
Up to Him.
"rllr.e'y'.VuL.t Thompson'i Eye Water
It the average fnrmtr works harder does not want to go, do not force or the secretary of state, of any state, at
How many more
Regular
Boarder
urg
even
many
him.
a
Probably
great
capltol,
would
state
the
bring
either
Is
It
not
man.
than does the business
am I going to see this same piece
always because he has to, but general- more city boys might go to the coun- fuil lnforamtion or would Inform the times
of pie?
ly because he thinks he must. I do not try If they only knew the meaning of writer where he can obtain It.
Waller Dunno, sir. The boss told
However, there
tieny that there is much of drudgery In life In the country.
me to keep giving it to you till you et
are comparatively few city boys who
farm labor there is. Bo is there In
Prof. John F. Duggar, M. s director iL Detroit Free Press.
Me
any other calling or work. But turn farmers, and It may be a long of the experimental station, at Auburn,
sense
before
the
of
the
city
t'me
will
the
is
usually
drudgery
of
excess
ibe
Ala., and professor ol agriculture at the
No Such Temerity.
fault of the drudge, not of the work be Btrong enough and broad enough to Alabama polytechnic Institute, In a
Meekly Yes, we're going to move to
beyond
sec
Its
towerwalls
brick
and
itself So far as the long farm hours
letter to the author, says:
Swarapburst.
are concerned, they are no longer than ing buildings.
"1 am thoroughly
convinced that
Doctor But the climate there may
with your next order of groceries and I will guarantee
many a country boy overlooks rich op- disagree with your wife.
those required of the majority of men
Real Success.
that you will be better satisfied
prosperous
in business for themselves and of
a
for
useful
portunities
Philadelphia
and
"It wouldn't dare!"
The farm, which gives the father a
members of all professions.
life in the country. The country haa Public Ledger.
with it than with any starch you
ir.ero living, may give the son a
The farmer's boy should been made unattractive to the farmer's
Brains Needed on Farm.
have ever used.
Flattery and the Sex.
children on account of Isolation, on acAlthough the average city business realize that success is not so much count of the farmer's uncomplimentary
ago
I claim that it has no superior
time
Borne
was
decided
He It
man may accumulate more money than how much one earns In a year, as how I 'ilk about his own vocation, and on ac that the malls could carry BOft soap.
hot or cold starching, and
for
gets
the farmer can possibly gain under the much onemoney out of the year in ex- y count of the failure of the average
She Umph 1 didn't know the caperience,
and
opportunity
to
pays
circumstances,'
he
most favorable
pacity of males for soft soap had ever
life. A few hundred dollars earned couutry boy to understand the fascln
a greater price for what he obtains;
operations of nature with which been questioned. Balitmore American.
ating
may
a
on
good
farm
leave
at
the
end
worse
ana In the majority of cases is
year much more in actual money be la surrounded. Awakened public
off than Is the farmer. If the farmer of the
Nobody who understands the law of
sentiment in favor of Improved rural
five
times the amount of earnthan
prices will wonder at a man making
treated his work as he should, and ings
already
roads
is
schools
and
better
to
will
leave
boy
or
man In
the
cheap.
applied to It the Intelligence that Is
notable and will result In partially himself scarce when he feels
given to other trades, he would reduce the city. True, the city boy may say overcoming
Puck.
couutry
the
isolation
of
the drudgery to a minimum, and ready that, although it costs more to live In lire.
No cheap prem iums are given
There Is something wrong about th
money would not be a stranger to the city, one gets more that is worth
DEFIANCE STARCH,
with
hero In the eyes
a
not
is
while,
who
city
of
Country
and
therefore
life
Inducements
Life.
is
father
worth
him.
MOKE
but YOU GET
ones.
paid
is
for
little
it.
his
what
of
never
was
There
"Among the considerations which
von mi u money than of any
Nearly all farmers make a living. a greater mistake made.
While
the should be weighed by the young man
other brand.
Comparatively few grow rich from the city may give more
DEFIANCE STARCH costs
the advantages
ol
proceeds of the farm; but more than country, even in somethan does the investigating
package, aud I
10c for a li.
things
half of the farmers, whether located having, the city charges more for worth country life are the following: First,
refund your money if It
will
what
lund is advancing in value, and unless
on the rocky hills of Maine or on the It gives, even when
licks to the iron.
value If. one gets a foothold in this generaUon,
rapidly producing western soil, not considered ounce by intrinsic
Truly yours.
ounce
and
pound
its acquirement In the next may be far
only make expenses, but are able to by pound. Many of the things
Honest John,
which
The) Grocery maa
Second, the highest
more difficult.
save something every year.
city people think they want, they
The city clerk or city business man, relther want nor need. Our comforts degree of health and Independence and
working In a block and housed in a depend largely upon the difference be- happiness are- -; obtainable In the counas much tween what we earn and what we need try. The let- as from agriculture are
iflat, does not have one-hamore certain, ven though less In gross
(opportunity to progress, In the truest to spend.
amount, than la most other occupa
as
word,
does
the
furmer
of
the
WIUNOT
tense
The farmer may receive the mini- tions, and the opportunities for sav
rSejnaVVwsaa
on a fairly fertile farm, working as his mum amount of
STICK TO
Income, but he also lng are far greater tnan in the city.
property.
own
on
his
own master
'THE IRON
:as the minimum amount of worry and Moreover, Increased knowledge of the
expense.
Better Oft Than City Han.
What the world needs to- sciences on which agriculture Is based
With, tha modern periodicals and the day is more, and not less, farms, and brings Increased
profits and affords
distribution of every class of reading more intelligent and scientific farming, the inestimable' satisfaction of pursu
rafter, the farmer has every opportu- and more business farmers.
lng a vocation congenial and tasclnat
aisassssBssBBBaMaHBvaass' aiaasa
nity for mental development. The edu- - There are altogether too few agrlcui- - inc.
c
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EGGS 700 YEARS

&t Spirit nf 3ftttmtatumal
Arbitration (framing

SEEK VAST WEALTH

OLD.

Found In London Years Ago, They
Are Behaved to Date from the
Twelfth Century.

MOTORING FOR LUNGS

AUTOMOBILE AS A SUBSTITUTE
Workmen excavating In London 67
FOB MOUNTAINS.
years ago found a basket of eggs at a
depth of 35 feet. It Is supposed that
the eggs were deposited in the basket Good Thing for Consumptives Who
Much of "shte of Sir Francis Drake in the early part of the twelfth cenCan Afford It, But Trolley
May Con e to America Poor
tury. The eggs were three In number,
Cars May Be Used
New York Woman
rather larger than the ordinary hen
Instead.

CLAIMANTS
MEN

TO

FORTUNES OF

LONG

DEAD.

Storming to Occultism.
age; we do not belter'
By CARDINAL GIBBONS.
In ranch of anything unleaa, Indeed,
It lears the trademark of science
The litellectual fashion la all for main Luck.
"Thrice is he armed who hath his quarterialism. For the rest there la onl;
Ten thousand miles of automoblllng
rel
just."
aays
Of
wonderful
the
all
stories of heirs
an easy Incredulity. And yet,
a year instead of cod liver oil and
long-dof
1.
lie is armed with the consciousness in poverty seeking mllllona
Everybody's
Magazine the paradox
bronchial tablets may he a future prelayed wealth none Is more interesting
scription for those afflicted with delila curious never was the world so
of the sacred right of property.
t'lan the announcement that Sir
.
cate throats and threatened with pulNever has It turned ao
2. He is armed with the shield of an en- Francis Drake's vast C3tate of
monary disease. Why not walking
wistfully to the occult. Never has it
in England Is to be divided
lightened public opinfon.
fcfflH SHPBBsdslBFS
or driving? Just as good for some
painso
an
expectation
listened with
being held up In the court of
patients, say the doctors, but not
3. He is armed with the conviction mancery
ful, at that closed door behind which
for more than 00 years.
quite so convenient.
that his ciiuse will he adjudicated by the And Albert J. Drake, a courteous,
mysterious silences stretch away tho
The automobile Is recommended to
I dare say It io
young clerk in a New
door of the tomb.
equitable decision of a board of arbitration.
those who would be cured without
a
natural enough. Always In epochs o.
exile from home, says tho New York
This amicahle system, while protecting .irk hotel in the 80's, who was
of President Arthur and knew
unbelief, when the conservative form-oSun. The patient lives In New York,
will not wound or most of the big men of the day. Ie one
weak,
of
rights
the
the
or Boston, or Philadelphia, of Baltifaith are weakened, there is an Im
humiliate the national pride of the strong, Oi the claimants to this fortune.
more. None of these cities has a
mense growth of vague supernatural
Said Mr. Drake, In response to quessince it does not attempt to trench on the
climate specially recommended for
ism. It was In the cynical eighteenth
Is no doubt that
shall
'There
tions:
or lung diseases.
century, when Voltaire had sneered resovereignty or autonomy of the stronger get a share In the Drake estate of product and were probably laid by throat
Six months, a year, two years, half
ligion out of fashion, that sorcerers,
$250,000,000, If it Is true that the Eng- some aquatic bird. Two of them are a life
power.
time In the Adirondacks or Colofortune tellers, magicians all the
have ordered a division of entire, but one had been broken, and rado used to be the remedy
I er.n
recall at least four instances lish courts
and still1
escape
to
the
Its
of
contents
appeard
ruled the
Mesmers and Cagllostros
Our
among
the heirs.
the property
Is for many.
This meant and means
in
within
which
venrs
the
last
of
20
a
have
part
corroded
bottom
of
the
a
world.
Our new century, quite
exile from home and friends and the
he basket.
These eggs were honeydis- skeptical, is equally In love with the national conflicts have heen amicahlv settled by arbitration.
society of fellow sufferers.
lncteuta-tloncombed
all over with shallow
Only the fashion In wizmarvelous.
pute between Germany and Spain regarding the Caroline islands was
The automobile means a resldenco
which would lead1 one to believe
maards has changed. The modern
for at least eight months la
adjusted by Pope Leo XIII. in 1886. The Samoan difficulty between
that they had heen originally blotched at home
gician comes from the laboratory. He Germany and
or spotted over with some coloring the year. From any one of the cities;
in
held
was
conference
by
a
settled
States
United
the
(.peaks in the name of science, for
matter, and one might conclude that named the possession of an automoBerlin in 1889. A treaty of peace between the United States and Mexbile enables the patient to command'
there Is a science of the Immaterial
the Iodine or other matter which col
a few hours
a science of witchcraft a science ico was signed in Washington at the close of Cleveland's administraors such eggs had eroded the surface, mountain air within
only that there were similar Indenta- whenever he will.
which has its professors and learned tion. And a few weeks ago. a war between France and Germany, perIt means Saturday to Monday trlp8(
tions In the rim of the basket, though
its journals and maga;lnes. haps h general Enropean conflict, was averted by the Algeoras conferfewer In number and less conspliuous that may take the patient and his'
The very ghosts that haunt the so- ence in Morocco.
friends 150 miles from the coast. It
than those of the eggs.
cieties for psychical
research have
means on any fine day the possibility;
Except
these
two
Indented
of
marks
is
hope
Let
far
off
dav
when
cherish
the
that
the
not
the
lis
taken on a scientific air; they walk
eggs seemed perfectly entire, and of getting from 1,200 to 2,000 feet'
the
no more in windy corridors, clanking reign of the Prince of Peace will be firmly established on the earth,
the third one was also entire in the above sea level and remaining in the
spectral chains; in a practical, mod and the spirit of the Gospel will so far sway the minds and hearts ot
upper part, the fracture being below. open air for 15 hours.
Swift touring cars of current make
em way tliey exhibit themselves to rulers and cabinets, that international disputes will be decided, not
Eggs and basket were now completely
render
the traveler independent of
over
congresses.
World
scientific
soldered
Into one mass, so that they
by standing armies, but by permanent courts of arbitration when
day or night, at meal time or
psychic phenomena are being studied
couldn't be separated, and the whole hotels,
like what Is usually found In chalk, at any time. Perhaps some of theml
by trained scientists. Dlsmlrng the- they will be settled, not on the battlefield but in the halls of conciliwas converted, not Into black flint, carry hot bathtubs.
ories, they give themselves to the ob- ation, and will be adjusted, not by tin; sword, but by the pen, whicli
The patient with rapid change ot
but into gray flint, or chert. This was
scientifically
established
servation of
"is mightier than the sword."
scene, plenty of company, and a perquite
rendered
plain
by
piece,
small
a
facts. Their labors range from the
which was chipped out of the side of petual picnic forgets that all this
study of hysteria, of hypnosis and the
the
basket, and which Is shown at the traveling is done for health, and the
transmission of psychic forces, to the
Is well known and there will place
family
sometimes comes before the',
The greatest men" be no difficulty in establishing my linemarked by the letter A, where health
time-ol- d
patient quite realizes th change. He;
mysteries of enchantment
the
Is
fracture
conchoidal
like
of
that
toace to this country
is not restricted to any particular
age and right to a share ot that great glass,
and apparitions.
and the color Is gray. N. Y. route.
day is the criminal en property."
Herald.
Some of the doctors begin to susAs to the amount of Drake s for
Futility of Advice.
croaehment of corpora tune
pect that the mountain air is not real-- i
none of the authorities available.
We Invoke dear old experience as
tions upon the people's presents the figures. He had so much NESTS LIKE SMALL TOWNS ly a necessity. There are men and;
'though he were a god, fondly imaginwomen who have profited wonderfulrights and upon the however, in his day that it was measing that an honest impulse demands
Habitations Built by the Grosbeak ly just riding about their own neign- his
from
dated
ehestfulB.
in
It
ured
suspopular means of
that we appeal to him as an arbiter.
Capable of Accommodating
horhood and seldom getting 40 miles
early raids on the Spanish treasure
By LEVY MAYER,
tenance. That lawyers fleets and caravans. On several occa- But when we have submitted our case
Five Hundred Birds.
from home.
Noted Chicago Lawyer.
and listened to his verdict, says the
There are stories of women who
should be the sponsors, tions he secured so much booty that
The grosbeak,
a bird common to have cured themselves of serlousi
could not carry all the gold
Reader, we express our thanks and go
connivers and counsel his ships
He scattered tropical countries, frequently builds bronchial ailments by spending the
and precious stones.
away and do exactly as we please.
ors of corporate misdeeds is deplorable.
larger part of every day in little maenough treasures among his roisterWe all carry our troubles to the
I regret to have to admit it, but I believe and know it to be true ing friends to a run a thousand counchines that they can manage them-- ,
friends whose sympathy we know outopera com
selves. Most of the time such
weighs their wisdom. We want them that, if the bottom facts could be revealed, it would be found that try printing offices and an
pany.
keep within easy return of
to pat us on the back and tell us there is not a criminal prosecution of a business corporation under
They get variety into their
home.
By 1572 Drake had discovered the
that we are doing exactly right. If way
y
at the instance of the government on charges of violation secret sources of the vast wealth pour
rides by choosing
different routes
they by any chance are bold enough
each day for a week and taking a difIt came
anti-truis not primarily due to the ing Into Spain by shiploads.
laws
of
that
and
the
interstate
to give us an honest Judgment based
ferent companion of voyage every two
from the treasure caves of Peru and
on real convictions, we depart with deft work of some corporation lawyer who expended his legal in- other mining countries In South Ameror three days.
One such woman In Boston became
a grievance, our confidence shaken. genuity in the task of finding ways to violate and defy the spiiit and ica. Temples and storehouses, vaults
so much the mistress of her machine-thaand palaces were paved with slabs of
We lean upon our friends, to be sure; purpose of the federal laws.
Bhe could not only drive It with;
gold and silver and tons of pearls of
but we rely upon them more to bail
Those are strong words. But I mean what I say mean every monstrous size lay In heaps and piles,
ease, but actually take It apart and'
us out after the forts of folly have
put it together again. The absorbing
often kicked about as so many oyster
clashed about our ears and we pine word of it. There can be no doubt that the pathway to immunity
interest of new knowledge probably-hahas in every ease been hewn and cleared through the ehells.
in the donjon, than on their advice real or fancied
something to do with the cure
In her seven
to $30,000,000
Heir
that might possibly have preserved investing jungle of the criminal laws.
year, with the discovery of the
that followed. Hers was the fresh
teenth
us on the right side of the barricade.
air cure plus frequent change of scene1
It has always been to me a remarkable and wholly inexplicable estate In California, is the cheering
An.'i I may note here that of all the
fend a new and absorbing Interest.
WeinMrs.
makes
Freda
news
that
be
of
would
never
guilty
dishonorable or
that lawyers who
offices that man may undertake, that paradox
Of course eight or ten hours dally
happiest woman in Ludlow
the
stock
In the open air makes it practically
of the frank friend is the most thank- dishonest conduct in private life, or in their relations with an ordi street. New York. She Is a nurse and
Impossible that such a patient shall
less. The frank friend!
It is he, my nary business firm should so easily and so completely cast morality for more than a quarter of a century
bleep In a close rooom. The fresh air
has been seeking her share in the escomrade, who told you yesterday that to the winds when acting for large business corporations.
treatment thus goes on while the pa
tate of her uncle, Solomon Herowitz,
you were "looking wretchedly ill. Dr.
One, whom I have in mind, was the who came to America years ago and
I know many such lawyers.
tient sleeps.
Experience had warned him. and he
gold Its nest In the trees large enough to
Of course, the automobile treatment
of
in
became
California
soul
he
the
counsel
won
very
a
before
for
leading
honor
fortune
a
large
stop
you
your
In
was anxious to
head500 or more birds. The Is for the
accommodate
But there are
mines.
he
Then
only
not
suddenly
permitted and connived at
long plunge he felt a duty In the corporation.
Mrs. Weinstock was born in Wit- - nests are built of bushman's grass, and cynical doctors who suspect that just
he will drop In violations of the law by his' corporation, but he expended the money
matter.
tlpsky, Russia, of Hebrew parentage. are frequently 20 feet or more In di- the plain open trolley car will do won
to tell you In gentle terms that your of the shareholders in securing the enactment of venal and corrupt She was brought to this country by ameter. Nests have been found ders for those who cannot buy motor
new poem Is well, he hates to say
relatives when a child. One of her which contain as many as 250 differ- cars or hire chauffeurs. If a man or
legislation.
woman has nothing to do but seek
it but he fears It Isn't up to your
recollections was of her fa ent cells or individual nests.
earliest
It is time to call a halt. An aroused publ;c sentiment is calling ther's youngest brother, Solomon Her
health, the open trolley car may be
old mark! The frank friend, you may
enjoyed at Its best.
remember, was Dr. Experience's fa- for reform, and there is no reason to despair of a remedy being found owitz, a wonderful singer In the thrivSAVES YEARS OF TIME.
vorite pupil.
for evil. It rests in a special sense with the young generation of law ing Austrian city of Lemberg, where
Uses of Water.
Figures That Will Surprise Even the
aid materially in destroying the source and fountain of the
Jim Jeffries never swallows water.
"San Francisco reports," says a eon- - yers to
User of the
Inveterate
which is the corporate law de
He rolls it around in his buccal cavity
temporary, "that a number of persons inspiration for corporate lawlessness
Telephone.
and ejects It. I know a pnystcian who
who suffered from various ailments partment.
The intimate association of the tel- never drinks water. He merely washes
previously to the earthquake and lire
ephone with every form of daily liv- off his tongue when thirsty, ueing a bit
in that city find themselves completeing Is completely,
characteristically of clean sponge tied to the bowl of a
The burglar most
ly cured. One paralytic, who for 15
spoon. Externally, water
American.
It grows while you watch
years had been crippled by his dis
be
feared
to
these days
it; for every day it absorbs, at the has a stimulating effect upon the skin,
ease, Is now 'entirely cured,' and nu
e
is not the
pro
smallest possible estimate, more than either hot or cold, and by either direct
merous other recoveries have been reProperly used.
5,000 new telephone Instruments, part or reactionary means.
fessional
fellow who
Nor should It be forgotten
corded."
of them going to replace Instruments cold water Is an excellent
worked in gangs and
ulieady worn on: la service, but a that is, it is a febrifuge. Men with
that among the ailments cured by the
was an institution.
good proportion going to new sub- sunstroke In the last few years have
earthquake Is celibacy. There Is evi
scribers, and the further annihilation been buried in cracked ice and their
dence of many well authenticated In
have
We
fel
that
By INSPECTOR WM. McLAUGHLIN,
lives mved. Hot water tncre&Ms the
of time and apace between seventy-od- d
stances of San Franciscans earth- low
and
most of his
In Charge New York Detective Bureau.
millions of people scattered over the circulation and produces diaphoresis;
quaked into matrimony.
kind so surrounded this
United States. That it saves time for that h, perspiration. Internally, water
millions goes, of course, without In a diruetlc. It Is the most useful ot
these
wav
and
that
that
there
The doctors veritably threaten to
X. Y.
saying, but In the past yearB the total all the solvents In pharmacy.
leave us with nothing on earth fit to is very little chance for him. That is shown by an incident that oc
amount saved annually by the average Pres3.
eat or drink. The latest raid on the eurred recently when a police magistrate discharged a man who was
reduction of four seconds per message
works of the Almighty Is by a Buffalo in the Rogues' Gallery, and had been brought in by a headquarters
affected during that period by the Bell
How Trout Strike a Fly.
doctor, who proclaims that the strawsystems, presents one or the most
One or two trout anglers have taken
he
principles,
general
on
as
inasmuch
had been warned to keep
man
s
berry, that most toothsome and
startllngly curious examples of time exceptions to the assertion In these
of all the little fruits, Is a breed- away from town. The man told a straight story to the judge and beautiful Polish women speak half a economy that the world has yet wit columns that trout Invariably strike
in a Blngle year these four the bait with their tail before devournessed.
er of Insanity, which, he says. In- said as soon as his brother got well or died he would leave town again dozen languages and live In castles.
The great news of that day, which seconds saved on each telephone call ing it. Mr. Mcintosh, a lifelong obcreases largely during the strawberry The judge told the man he could go. He had not gone three blocks
server ol' tho habits of trout, declares
made the young Busslan singer's eyes count up to a grand total of 14,389,992,
Well, there are worse kinds
season.
from the courtroom when he was picked by another man from head sparkle, was the wonderful story of 000 seconds in otner words, to 44E this Ib not the caBe. He says they do
of Insanity, so bring on the strawberyears of time a link In the chain of a somersault ac,t just before striking
gold In California, where the mounquarters and taken back to the court.
ries.
with gold, where the eternity that would carry us back 42 the bait; that they sometimes rome
sparkled
tains
After he had been taken back three times he finally got away to farmers had to shovel It aside to cul- years before the discovery of America. up from below and devour the bait.
Justice Whltehouse tod a newspaper
Trout are very quick of action, and it
man at Augusta recently tha in 1,200 where he was going.
tivate their gardens. The young man
ship
coast
If not strange that opinions should
for
Pacific
Inertia.
the
first
the
took
cases
be
is
be
or more divorce
feared the man who, by some kink
has never
The man who is most to
Mosely Wraggs You used to move differ, as it Is almost Impossible to
from that time he became lost to
and
bad a club woman appear before him of circumstance, does a job of
burglary and finds that his family and friends, except that In good society, didn't ye?
follow their movements under the
for a divorce. "The kind of women
rufavorable circumstances. St.
i never aone any most
is easy to do. He may be a fellow who has been living a respectable now and then they heard
it
wureuuui
clubs,"
said,
to
be
"are not
who belong
mors that he was doing well and had movin' when I could help It, In any Paul Dispatch.
fall
from
fair
a
to
had
grace.
chance
never
and
life
the kind of women who have domesHe kind o 8 ciety. cnicago Trlbum.
Catholic.
Roman
a
became
The undiscovered burglaries are the ones that are committed by changed his name to Weiss and Bishop
tic difficulties to settle in court"
Matter of Space.
And yet. If we are not mistaken, at this class of men. Any man who will f'low up burglarizing can de- Weiss was the title he was known by
Hats.
"Which would you rather have on
"I hate that man."
While making a forIn California.
the last meeting of the National Fed- pend upon it that we will get him eventually ; but in many
these walls?" asked the agent of the
instances tune In the mines he preached and
"What has he ever done to you
building." Calcimine or wall paper?"
eration of Women's Clubs in CaliforI have described will do one or two jobs and be never married. This is the sub.01n1ng, out ne was present once
"Neither," said the tenant of the
nia arrangements were made to pub- one of the type of men
I made a fool of myself. "
fA. third floor flat. "We need all the
get a conscience fear that he is suspeeced und move away from the stance of what Mrs. Weinstock and when ttecora-lierallish a pamphlet giving women dire
room there is." Chicago Tribune
r attorney have discovered.
chf o
community where he has been guilty.
lions for obtaining a divorce.
A fiwfrtlcal
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LOSS TO GERMAN

Eczema Broke Out Also on Hands andl Bays
the Youth of Experience, Who Retirement
iambs An Old Soldier Declare:
Has Learned
of

"At all times and to all people I
am willing to testify to tfie merit
of Cutlpura.
It saved me from worse
than the tortures of hades, about the
year 1900, with Itching on my scalp
and temples, and afterwards It commenced to break out on my hands.
Then It broke out on my limbs.
I
then went to a surgeon whose treatment did me no good; but rather aggravated the disease. I then told him
would go and see a physician
In
Erie. The reply was that I could go
anywhere, but a case of eczema like
mine could not be cured; that I was
too old (SO), i went to an eminent
doctor In the city of Erie and treated
with him for six months, with like
results. I had read of the Cutlcura
Remedies, and so I sent for' the Cutl-rurSoap, Ointment and Resolvent,
and continued taking the Resolvent
until I hnd taken six bottles, stopping
It to take the Pills.
I wbh now getting better. I took two baths a day
and at night I let the lather of the
Soap dry on. I used the Ointment
with great effect after washing In
worm water, to stop the Itching at
once. I am now cured. The Cutlcura
treatment is a blessing, and should
be tisod by every one who has Itching
of the skin.
I can't say anv more,
and thank Ood that He has given the
world such a curative. Wm. H. Gray,
3303 Mount Vernon St., Philadelphia!
Pa.. August i, 100K."
1

n

TEETH THAT WERE USELESS
Puzzle to the Man Who Had
denly Sustained the Loss

from FubUc Office
Most Valuable Member of
Government Staff.

the Trick

"Cutlcura la a Blessing."

Sud-

of Them.

Harry Leon Wilson, author of "The
Spenders," was domiciled for a summer
In Connecticut with a colony of artists
and writers, ail of whom had to go into
the city every day, relates the Saturday
Evening Post.
Wilson was doing nothing 'but loafing. He loafed artistically, and from
time to time met and had fun with
some of the natives of the place. One
day lie found two men In the road who
seemed congenial, and he struck up an
acquaintance with them. He proposed
a drive and they got a surrey and two
horses.
"Can you drive?" asked Wilson.
"Str.v' one of his sudden friends replied, "i am ;i fine driver."
They got aboard and started down
the road. Before they had gone half a
mile the team was frightened by a
passing automobile and ran away. The
driver valiantly steered the horses
Into a telegraph pole and Wilson and
his two friends were thrown helter-Bkeltinto the road.
Wilson slDWly gathered himself together. One of his friends was sitting
In the ditch rubbing his bruises and
the other stood in the middle of the
road gazing in tearful misery at two
front teeth which he held in the palm
Of his hand.
"Prc-'tlucky escape, wasn't It?"
asked Wilson, for want of something
better to say.
"Yes," replied the man
with the
teeth, weeping afresh, "but please, oh,
please, tell me, what shall I do with i
er

these?"
FOREIGN FINANCE.
Great Britain's public revenue in
April, the first month of the fiscal
year, amounted to 418,895, and ex21,300,361.
penditures,
New capital issued in London from
January 1 to May 5, amounted to
$288,788,915, as against $434,216,505 in
the same period In 1905.
Total operations of the Bank of
Japan in the year 1905 amounted to
an increase of
114,578,127,060,
$5,744,-106,42-

compared

with 1904.
The annual report of the Banque do
Paris for 1905 shows that net profits
amounted to only 10,804,883 francs,

against

19,411,421 francs In 1904.
A loan of 100,000,000 francs will be

shortly put on the Paris market for
the French colonies in West Africa.
The greater part is intended for Senegal and the Upper Niger, to improve
the navigation on the two rivers.

THE DOCTOR'S WIFE
Agrees with Him About Food.
A trained nurse says:
"In the practice of my profession I have found so
many points in favor of Grape-Nut- s
food that I unhesitatingly recommend
It to all my patients.
"It Is delicate and pleasing to the
palate (an essential in food for the
sick) and can be adapted to all ages,
being softened with milk or cream
for babies or the aged when deficiency

pf teeth renders mastication Impossible. For fever patients or those on
liquid diet I find Grape-Nut- s
and albumen water very nourishing and refreshing. This recipe la my own idea
and is made as follows: Soak a
In a glass of
of Grape-Nut- s
water for an hou:-- strain and serve
with the beaten white of an egg and
a spoonful of fruit juice or flavoring.
This affords a great deal of nourishment that even the weakest stomach
can assimilate without any distress.
"My husband is a physician and he
hiuiHelf and orders
uses Grape-Nut- s
it many times for his patients.
"Personally I regard a dish of
Grape-Nutwith fresh or stewed fruit
as the Ideal breakfast for anyone
well or sick." Name given by Postum
Co., Battle Creek. Mich.
trouble,
In any case of stomach
nervous prostration or brain fag, a
Grape-Nuts
10 days' trial of
will work
wonders toward nourishing and rebuilding, and In this way ending th
trouble. "There's a reason" and trial

proves.
Look in pkgs. for the famous little
.book, "The Road to Wellvllle."

It.

"You never bought anything at aucexclaimed
the experienced
youth.
"Best place In the world to
furnish a studio, once you get them
I trained
trained.
them with my
table. That is, they found out they
couldn't monkey with me. It was like
this: You see, I thought I would buy
a table titst, a center table, and drape
a couch and a few other things around
It as I got them. I picked out the table I wan.ed at the auction room.
" 'How much are you willing
to pay
for It?' they asked.
"I looked It over.
" 'About six dollars,' I answered,
briefly.
"I made a mistake when I said,
'About.'
That's what cost me three
weeks getting the table.
"I went around the next day. They
put up my table. I hid to six and
popped. Somebody else ran it up to
seven and a half. I went home and
concluded I would have to pick out
another table, slhce that one was
gone.
"The nfxt week I went back for the
other talde. I hadn't been there ten
minutes when they put up the same'
table. I was a little surprised, but as
I still wanted It, I bid right along till
I got to my price, six dollars, then I
quit. It was knocked down to somebody else
"Well, I went back the third week
to get a table. As soon as tliev saw
me they put up my table. 1 hid on
it. Somelxidy ran It up to live.
"Five and a half,' I said, and they
knocked it down to me. Got it. you
see, at half a dollar less than I had
starred out to pay, and it served them
right.
"After that they treated me square.
You see that brass lamp?
A beauty,
iBn't it? Worth all of six dollars if
it Is worth a cent. Guess how much
I paid for it? One dollar!"

tion?"

IMITATION

JEWEL

COLORS.

Diamonds Found in Canadian Woods
New Gem from
"About 15,000,000 worth of imitation
Jewels are made in the I'nited States
every year," says an expert. "A great
many people think that paste towels,
as they are called, are nothing but
pure glass, but in this they are mistaken. The stuff is a paste, called
strass, which differs from ordinary
glas in having one of the me:alllc
oxides as a base.
"These oxides give the gem Its color.
The diamond being colorless, none of
the oxides are used.
The ruby is
made by mixing the strass wi'h a
small proportion of glass of antimony,
purple easslus and an extremely small
particle of gold. Sapphires arc j
wifh strass and cobalt, the emerald by
oxide of copper and oxide of manganese; the amethyst with cobalt ind oxide of manganese, and the garnat with
purple of cassias.
"A new gem, light blue tn color, has
lately been discovered In Rhodesia. It
is believed that the gem will be lash- ionable
Few of the stones are seen
in New York, but a great many nave
been shown in Ixmdon.
Perhaps you
didn't know that there is supposed to
be a great diamond field up In the
northern central part of Canada.
"Diamonds
are constantly being
found in the woods of Canada, and
last year n stone, picked up by an Indian, was sold to a white man for 86
cents.
The white man hurried to Detroit with it, and got $1,500 from a
Jeweler tor his investment. It is believed by scientists that the diamond
bed exists in the north, and that the
diamonds were brought into the south
central part by prehistoric glaciers."

MARCONI
Phrases

VERSUS SLANG.

That Have SprungUse Through Ua
Telegraphy.

t

-

EMPIRE.

AMATEUR

Every country has little known men
great Influence.
With
the recent resignation of Baron von
head of the Intelligence

de-

partment of Its foreign office, German
official life lost such a man, pays
Youth's Companion. Indeed, It might
be said that Europe has lost a force
on which it could count.
For more
than a generation Baron von Hnlsteln
has been Influential In framing the
German foielgn policy.
He began under Bismarck, whose confidential adwas. The succeeding foreign
on
secretaries nave oeen dependent
his broal and Intimate knowledge ot
European politics, and have tad to
respect his unvarying loyalty to what
he regarded the Interests of the Fatherland, a loyalty unaffected by personal jealousies and ambitions.
he
Is one of those rare men to whom the
cause for which he worked was evury-thlnHe had neither wife nor caild
to distract him; he never Went
to

BAD

ttf nd fur testimonials, free.
F. J. C1IK.VKV & CO.. Toledo,
Bold by nil DruRRl.Lft, 75c.
Take Haifa Family Fill for comulpatton.

system,

One on the Doctor.
physician who boarded
a crovded car In Charles street, noticed a woman standing and a big German sprawling over twice the seat
area that was necessary to him. Indignantly the physician said to his:
Why don't you move a
"See here!
little so that this tired woman may
have a seat?" Kor a moment the Ger
man looked dazed.
Then a broad
smile spread over his coitntenanca as
ne answered:
"Say .dot's a Joke on
you, all rlyht! Dot's my vlfe!"

That an article may be good as Wall
as cheap, and give entire satisfaction.
Is proven by the extraordinary sale of
Defiance Starch, each package containing
d
more Starch than
can be had of any other brand for the
same money.
one-thir-

Sir

I

Miss Mary O'Brien, SOfl Myrtle
Ave . Brooklyn, N. Y., writes:
r
"Peruna cured me In five weeks

ot catarrh ot the stomach, after

Really an Awful Aftair.
He married lier for her money.
Wasn't that awful?
He Did he get it?
"No."
"it was."

Mtt.Tgsy
Where did yer git de
Watch.?
C:'fTe.Got It wid a suit o' clo'es.
"Aw: go'n; do clothin' men ain't

givln' nway no watches like that wid
culu o' clo'es."
"Weil, dls was a eerond-hen- d
si.lt
what Lu longed to a gent what was in
.
iwioaniln'."
Philadelphia Prc-sGood Test of the Doc.
Suburbanite (to visitori Oh. how
are vou? Come right in. Don't mind

the dog.
Visitor

Bttl won't he bite?

has a really good husband, the neighbors always say he is
henpecked.- N. Y. Mall.
If a wonii'n

Mra. WlnslosT-- Sath:na- - yrnp.
children teething:, softens the Rumi, reduce
llnyi pain, cures wind collu. asca bottle.

:Tcr

well-fille-

Mr. II. ,1. Henneman, Onkland, Nel.,
writes :
" waited before writing to you about
my sickness, catarrh of the stomach,
which I had over a year ago.
i
1

"There were people who told me it
would not stay cured, but am sure
that I am cured, for do not feel any
I

more ill effects, have a good appetite
and am getting fat.
"So I am. and wiil say to all, I am

cured for good.
I thank
vim for vour kindness.
Peruna will be our house medicine

Mr Austin M. Small. Astoria. Ore.,
writes"During the hot weather Of
the past summer I lost my appetite. I
tried Peruna. and found it pleasant to
take, a splendid appetizer and a great
tonic. "
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THE DAISY FLY KILLER
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A Square Deal Sixteen ounces
fiance Starch for 10c.
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Sm.ething friShm We ca hardly realize that of
m civilized countries, twentytwo per
cent., or nearly
Ieach
ne
'
they,
thtyseven per cent., or more
b.tre
than
before they are five, and one -- half before
they are fifteen!
We do not hesitate to say that a timely nse of
Castoria would save a majority of these precious lives. Neither do we hesitate to say that
many of these
infantile deaths are occasioned by the use of narcotic
preparations. Drops, tinctures
and. soothing syrups sold for children's complaints
contain more or less opium, or
morphine. They are, in considerable quantities, deadly poisons. In
any quantity
they stupefy, retard circulation and lead to congestions, sickness, death. Castoria
operates exactly the reverse, but you must see that it bears the
signature of
Ohas. H. Fletcher. Castoria causes the blood to circulate
properly, opens the
pores of the skin and allays fever.
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Letters from Prominent Physicians

sAnsa-tlons-

l""

addressed to Chas. H. Fletcher.

jjl

P"'

"'
1
Ctorla tn
aod upeedy remedy."
Pa" ,ay' ;
bn
your Castoria In
reat """fan'"" I" myaelf and benelll to mj

many rasTs and have SfJlV.Sl nn'rtf,0".anPffl8,

Into

"manv'v'JK1!
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Hn.mil. m
to perni Clean,
neat and will not
oil or Injure
anything.
Try
ihem one ajd
you will never be
without them. If
not kept by fteill-ereent pretmlil

wam-n-

Save the Babies.

She of the gray gown replied earn"That is just why
do not
allow myself to go oftener than Is
necessary.
Beauty
parlors, like
drugs or beverages, get to be a hibit.
I started In by having my face done
once a week, then came hairdroing
and manicuring, which, by the way,
I had always done for myself.
Once
a week was not enough.
The visits
first dropped back one day each week,
then the interval was that of five
days, and the first thing I knew I
was going to that parlor for eome-thlnto be done every day ia the
week. I do not think it is merely laziness or extravagance, but you simply
get so that you want to feel thu deft
touch of an expert worker, and I do
.
not believe in yielding to such
It is the next step to becoming emotional, if not hysterical. Once
a week is enough for a facial treatment, if the skin is in normal

Women Explorers.
England cannot boast of bsVs7 women explorers of eminence, thoufh In
" 'To wire' In the sense of 'to tele- France the woman of distinction who
graph,' Is a phrase rapidly passing travels through unexplored districts
Into disuse,"
said
an electrician. with or without her husband Si the
We have no one,
"Where ten men used to sty they'd woman of
'wire,' all but one have dropped the now that Miss Mary Klngsley ia gone,
new word In the last ten years and to compare exactly with distinguished
gone to the old word 'telegraph' literary explorers like Mme. Dieula-found to
again.
or Mme. Delarue-Mardu"What if the cause of that change In these another has now been added in
our speech? What is the cause of the Mme. Massieu, who has just been decdecay of a verb so terse, direct and crated with the cross of the Legion of
charming as 'to wire?"
Marconi, Honor. Unlike the other two w have
young Gugllelmo Marconi, Is the cause. named, Mme. Massieu has alwaya trav"Since 1895 more and more tele eled alone and In woman's dress and
grams have been sent wlthouf wires has never met with the least unfriend- More and more firmly has the world "ness, though her paths have lain
become convinced that In the future through such regions as Thibet f.nd
wires will be practically useless In Siberia. London Chronicle.
telegraphy, just as sails are already almost useless In navigation.
President's Traveling Expenses.
"Because the wire is no longer the
The president of the United States
essential factor of telegraphy, the verb must do much traveling, if only in
'to wire' has begun to disappear."
compliance with an Insistent popular
demand, and considerations of safety
A Craze Defined.
and dignity require that he travel in
"What do you mean by saying some- a special train. To accept the hosthing is the latest craze?" asked the pitality of the railway companies on
man from abroad who carries a note- such occasions is embarrassing at best
book.
and under existing circumstances is
"A craze," answered Miss Cayenne, not to be thought of. The president
"is something that amuses other peo- must pay bis own traveling expenses
ple, but in which yourself do not hap- or they must be paid from the public
pen to be Interested." Washington treasury. The former course Is impracticable unless the people wish to
Star.
add to the many penalties of the presiCleveland
Plain
dent's position.
On a War Footing.
Evidently the array of Afghanistan Dealer.
is on a war footing. The governor of
Distinction Without Difference.
Herat presents the following report to
Tommy Pop, what Is the dlffrt.n.--c
the Ameer: "The behavior of the
array Is satisfactory, and there have between a bachior girl and an old
been no cases of serious crime. The maid? Tommy's Pop The only uifir-encmy son, Is whether we are takiHerat army now Bays its prayers five
times a day, and the men are becoming ng about her behind her back or m
her face. Philadelphia Hecord.
pukka (very good) Mussulmans."

sav.

I

hereafter. "
Catarrh of the stomach is also known
in common parlance as dyspepsia, gasing." I.a Klve.
tritis and indigestion. No medicine
For flexibility, smooth finish, stiff- will hi' of any permanent benefit except
ness and durability. Defiance Starch it removes lie catarrh.
A Great Tonic.
haB no equal 10c for 16 oz.
"That's just what I want to see. I
only liiught that watchdog this morn-

Taient often regards with envy the
stomach of mediocrity.

a few
around who remember It even better than he does

benefited lv vour discovery.
All hall to Peruna."

1

Judge.

A man finds It easier to boast of
the glories of the past If there are not

suffering for four years and doctoring without effect.' In common with
other grateful ones who have been

Went with the Suit.

She

day."

estly:

a

A Baltimore

Sen-

Two young women had just finished
their lunch In a department store restaurant, relates the New York World.
Said the girl in blue to the girl in
gray: "Well, I guess I will go over
'8 and have my face
to M
massaged. It is almost as good as taking an after-luncnap. Don't you
want to come, too?"
The girl in gray shook her head a
trifle soberly. "No," she said, "1 have
given that sort of thing up, except
when I think that my face really
needs It."
"Oh!" said the girl in blue, "I don't
see how you can really do without it.
I have mine done at least every other

A.

A Case of
STOMACH CATARRH.

1

HABITS.

The Face Massage, a Delightful
sation, Becomes a

PE-RU-N-

I

court; rarely met ambassadors. He
worked in his study for the glory of

IN

HAIL

ALL

"Say, uncle, what's radium?"
"Aw, that's the stuff they make

first-clas-

g.

NOVELTY

Eddie
Unci

g

viser h

the German empire, and worked
sb
successfully that the various foreign
secretaries' had to keep him In ofllce
until the present. Although It is denied, his resignation is now believed
to be due to imperial dissatisfaction
with the outcome of German interference In Morocco, an interference for
which he is held responsible.
Hespon-slbllit- y
is also put upon him for the
intervention of Germany In the affairs
of China, for the emperor's teleeram of
congratulation to the Boers, for German activity in Venezuelan matter,
and for the attitude of the German
naval officers toward Admiral Dewey's
administration of affairs in Manila ay
during the war with Spain. Yet this
man kept himself so Inconspicuous at
home that the editors of biographical
dectionaries thought him unworthy of
note, and the German handbook "Wer
Ist'8?" devoted to notable contemporaries, does not contain his name.

GRIST OF GRINS.

ode
radiators of."
Never leave the car whl
In mo"Pather, wbat's the difference betion especially when at a consider- tween a lunch and a luncheon?"
able altitude. It hurts.
"About a dollar and a quarter, my
Do not throw out empty
bottles boy."
"How did you get that black eye,
when pastsng over densely populated
urban rural districts; they will only WlllleT", "I got dat," replied Willie,
dlsgiisl.-dly"by waltin' to count ten
get broken.
when 1 was angry, like you told me
Should your grappling-iro- n
"grapple" a harmless old gentleman and to."
Nervous Old Lady (on seventh floor
lift him off his feet, do not be too
angry with him; let hlra down gently. of hotel) "Do you know what precauWhen passing over a friend's estate tions the proprietor of the hotel has
try and resist the temptation of drop- taken against fire?" Porter "Yes,
ping a sand-bnthrough his conserva- mum: he has the place Inshoored for
tory; somebody may be there, and be- twice wot It's worth."
"Well, Mr. Lambkin, how do yon
sides, your friend may be a retallator
,
......
III
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......
s
wmmm
and a
laaataaawai
rifle shot.
rNOl in me least.
i am no longer allowed to smoke, to
Statk or Onto. Crrr or Toledo, B.
drlnit or to go out alone." "Then you
f
Lucas couty.
Frank J. chsnit makes oath that be la senior
must be sorry you married." "I am
lag
partner of the firm of P. J. Ciikkkt & Co.,
not allowed to be sorry, either."
buslucsa In the City of Toledo. County em! Hla'e
aforfti(. mill thur saM Arm will par thu sum of
Mr.i. Nibs "Why were you so absurd
OSK 111 S'MIKD DOLLARS for eurh and ctery
casa of Catarrh tnat oannut be curod by the uss of
as tj tell Bibbs at the dinner table
Uall'k Catarru Curb.
that you can tell an old turkey from
FRANK .1. CIIKN'F.V.
Sworn to before me and sabssrlhes lu my presence,
young one by the teeth?" Nibbs
i
A.
u..
iK'cemb-oi
I'm.
Mtmdtf
.
A. W. ISLE ASOV,
"So I can." Mrs. Nlbbs "Nonsense.
,
Notary Pi blio. Turkey
I
have no teeth." Nlbbs
tin
Catarrh Cure la taken Internally ami acta
"Well, I have."
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n the bluot and mucous sunaces of the
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